
 
 

Year 2 Weekly Update 

Date: 20th - 24th November 2017 

This week in Year 2, we have really enjoyed finishing the book ‘Traction Man and the Beach 

Odyssey’. We have picked up and used lots of new vocabulary including ‘excavation’ 

‘demolished’ ‘unstable’ and ‘mysterious’. We love the advanced vocabulary that Mini Grey 

uses. Why not ask your child what some of these terms mean?  

In Maths, we have been continuing to add a 2-digit and a 1-digit number together and we 

have also been learning about ‘Ingrid Inverse’ who always does the reverse! She showed us 

that if Miss McCloskey writes ’15 + 14 = 29’ we can check this by completing the inverse 

operation: 29 – 14 = 15 and checking it is correct. At the weekend, you could write out a few 

calculations such as ’26 + 7 = 35…35 + 9 = 54…19 + 8 = 27…’ and see if your children can 

spot your deliberate mistakes!  

In the afternoons we have been designing our own superheroes and also practising for the 

Nativity. We are very excited to continue rehearsing and learning songs and lines. We would 

ask that if your child has been sent home with a speaking part, please rehearse these 

alongside regular reading. Thank you.  

The costumes for narrators is a Christmas jumper and we will provide a Santa 

Hat/Christmassy accessory. Please send in costumes as promptly as you can so we can 

begin rehearsing in jumpers and appropriate clothing. If your child is a star yellow/light 

clothing would be preferable. If your child is a sheep/stage director any dark clothing will be 

best, e.g. black t-shirt and black leggings. We will be providing costumes for some of the 

main acting parts and also some additional props. Thank you for ensuring we had a sold out 

event at all 3 timings!  

Below you can see us practising our gymnastics with our P.E. teacher Miss Barrett. We 

loved this lesson where we practised different balances using equipment.  

 

 

 

 

 

           


